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Guide to Easy Loop Testing with the Socket & See DLM PRO

The earth loop of an electrical system is very important! It is the part of the system that will allow a high electrical current
to flow in the event of a short circuit to earth. This high current flow in a fault condition ensures quick operation of the
protective device in the circuit, therefore protecting anyone from coming into contact with any “live” earthed
metalwork.
E.g. The case of a boiler.

As the earth loop is so critical to safety it should be tested before power is applied to an appliance under test. The earth
loop is tested by measuring its impedance.

● Impedance is the overall opposition to electrical current flow in an AC (Alternating Current) circuit.

● Impedance is measured in Ohms and uses the Greek letter omega as its symbol (Ω).

● A serviceable earth loop will have a low Impedance so allowing a high electrical current to flow in a fault
condition. The impedance value of an earth loop will depend upon its construction type.

An Electrical mains supply system may fall into one of two categories. TN or TT.

TN (also known as PME)

This is by far the most common type of earthing arrangement, particularly in urban areas. In a TN system the electrical
supply company supplies the protective earth with the incoming live and neutral.

For a TN supply, an Impedance value of less than 1.8Ω is expected

TT

Although less common than TN earthing arrangements, TT systems are still prevalent in rural environments. In a TT
arrangement the system is earthed locally by an earthing electrode. This is usually in the form of an metal rod that is
driven into the ground. TT systems should use a Residual Current Device (RCD) to offer protection in fault conditions.

For a TT supply an Impedance greater than 20Ω but less than 200Ω is expected.

Identifying TN / TT Systems.

Typical TN system (What to look for).

Green and yellow
protective earth

conductor coming from
the incoming fuse carrier.

Incoming supply from
underground cable.



Typical TT system (What to look for).

TT systems are
typically supplied by
overhead
conductors and
insulators.

Cable from the
meter box earth
terminal connected
to the earth rod
driven into the
ground.

Note: No earth
conductor exits
from the
incoming fuse
carrier.

Earth separate from the
incoming mains supply.
Connecting to an earth
electrode (rod).

Residual Current Device
(RCD)

Thin telephone lines

Thicker overhead
electrical supply
cables.

TT Systems are typically fed
overhead from telegraph
poles.

Look for thick conductors
and insulators.

The thin cables are
telephone lines.
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Loop Testing with the Socket & See DLMPRO

As with any piece of test and measurement equipment, it is good practice to prove the DLM PRO between calibrations
on a known circuit or checkbox such as the Socket & See CB400.

When conducting a loop test the circuit being tested includes the mains supply. Therefore the mains must be switched
on. A loop test is a “live” test.

To conduct a loop test the DLM PRO is connected to the socket under test via the supplied SS130 socket interface
adaptor and test leads. Ensure correct polarity by following the colour code on the terminals.

Turn the DLM PRO rotary dial to the SOCKET position.

● The Red VOLTAGE PRESENT LED will illuminate (If the voltage is over 50VAC).

● The mains voltage value will be indicated on the LCD screen.

● The socket wiring condition will show on the LCD screen.

Red VOLTS PRESENT LED
indicates power to the
tester. (>50VAC)

Solid black dots on
the E (Earth), L
(Live), N (Neutral)
positions indicate
correct socket wiring.

Mains AC Voltage
indication. Fault is shown if
the voltage is not
between 207 - 253VAC

Blue LCD backlight indicates all
results are as expected.

Red LCD backlight indicates a
fault condition is present. IE.
Socket wiring is incorrect or the
supply voltage is not between
207V - 253V.

This example shows a missing
earth on the socket wiring.

Should a socket wiring fault be indicated a note should be made of the fault condition and the assistance of a
competent electrician sought.

In the unlikely event that a voltage greater than 253V or less than 207V is indicated from the mains supply, the electricity
supplier should be contacted and informed.

If a fault is present during the socket test function the DLM PRO will not allow a loop test to be conducted.
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Loop Testing and Results

If the socket wiring status is correct and the mains incoming voltage is within tolerance the DLM PRO will allow an earth
loop test to be carried out. Simply by turning the rotary dial to LOOP the tester will conduct a Loop Impedance Test.
The DLM PRO will constantly bleep while the test is being conducted and after a few seconds the results will be
indicated.

Results will be shown as an impedance value along with a GOOD, CHECK or FAIL indication .

These examples show what to look for dependant on the results obtained.

GOOD (Less than 1.8Ω.)

As the name suggests this is a good reading. This is what we would expect from
most installations fed from an underground supply (TN Systems).

CHECK (between 1.8Ω and 199Ω)

This reading is only acceptable on a TT system. Checks are required to
confirm the earthing arrangement of the installation.

If a CHECK indication is obtained on a TN system then the tester leads and
socket adaptor should be checked for a good connection and a retest
carried out.

If the retest results on the TN system are similar to the initial test then there is
a serious issue with the electrical installation. The attention of a competent
electrician is required.

FAIL (greater than 200Ω)

If a FAIL indication is obtained it is again worth checking the test leads and
socket adaptor for good connection then conduct a retest.

If a FAIL indication is obtained on a retest then further investigation is
required by a competent electrician as system may not be stable.
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